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Резюме: Настоящият доклад се спира на една нова управленска дисциплина, възникнала през 
последните години на 20 век. В началото е направен кратък преглед на понятията, използвани в 
теорията и практиката на управлението на знания и са посочени ползите за организациите от 
въвеждането на управление на знанията. Основен акцент в доклада е поставен върху технологичните 
решения, прилагани на различните стадии от цикъла на управление на знания в организациите, като 
е направено обобщение на типовете технологии, разглеждани в теорията и практиката. Накрая са 
предложени данни от изследване на реалното приложение на различни технологии за управление на 
знания в организациите.  
Ключови думи: управление на знания, знание, технологии за управление на знания, класификация на 
технологии за управление на знания 

 

Abstract: The present paper focuses on a new managerial discipline emerging in the last few years of the 
20th century. At the beginning are introduced some basic concepts used in the theory and practice of 
Knowledge Management, and are presented the benefits for utilization of Knowledge management. The 
main emphasis of the paper is on the technological solutions applied in the organizations at different stages 
of the knowledge management life cycle, whereas a summary is made of the types of technologies 
described in the theory and practice. Finally, are presented survey data on the real application of various 
knowledge management technologies in the organizations. 

Key words: knowledge management, knowledge, knowledge management technologies, classification of 
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1. Introduction 

The concept of Knowledge Management (KM) emerged as a result of the development of the information 
and communication technologies and the changes in the organizations’ structure, functions and management 
practices all over the world. The globalization of markets and competition shifted the focus on effective 
management of intangible assets as a way for companies, regions and even states of gaining competitive 
advantages.  

Knowledge appeared to be essential asset of every company, and thus its gathering, preservation and better 
utilization turned to be of high importance for companies’ development and success. Loosing of experts and 
their knowledge become very sensitive issue of companies. Thus, the strategy for collecting and managing 
the knowledge of employees is gaining high importance with the time.  

Historically, knowledge was a subject of discussions since the ancient Greek philosophers. However, the 
modern concept on knowledge management appeared at the end of the twentieth century. The first 
generation of KM was based on technology usage in the managerial practice, and focused mainly on 
knowledge capturing and building knowledge repositories.  

The second generation of KM is characterized with much deeper focus on the ways in which knowledge is 
created and shared. Subsequently, it gives priorities to the way in which people construct and use 
knowledge. It is closely related to organizational learning and recognizes that learning and doing are more 
important to organizational success than dissemination and imitation. 
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This paper introduces briefly some important concepts in the KM literature like data, information and 
knowledge and knowledge categories. A special attention is placed on the issue of KM and its potential 
benefits. The main emphasis of the paper is on the technical tools utilized in KM, and an overview is 
presented on the various technical solutions applied for different KM processes in the organizations.  

 

2. Basic concepts  

In the academic literature on KM, most authors start with their own concepts on data, information and 
knowledge. It is essential to understand the differences between these categories in order to proceed with 
the practical KM implementation. 

The concept of knowledge is introduced already by the ancient Greek philosophers. Plato and Aristotle for 
instance, were quite concerned about the nature of knowledge and what distinguishes knowledge from 
belief. Plato put forward the idea that correct belief can be turned into knowledge by fixing it through the 
means of reason or a cause. Aristotle thought that knowledge of a thing involved understanding it in terms 
of the reasons for it.   

More recently, Davenport et al. (1998) defines knowledge as ‘a fluid mix of framed experience, values, 
contextual information, and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experience and information. It originates and is applied in the minds of knowers. In organizations, it often 
becomes embedded not only in documents or repositories but in organizational routines, processes, 
practices, and norms.’ Subsequently, his understanding of data is that they are ‘set of discrete, objective 
facts about events.’ The authors further consider that ‘information has meaning…. Not only does it 
potentially shape the receiver; it has a shape: it is organized to some purpose.’ Knowledge is the application 
of information to address specific situations in an organizational context.  

From business practice perspective, Bergeron (2003) introduces the following definitions:  

 Data are numbers. They are numerical quantities or other attributes derived from observation, 
experiment, or calculation. 

 Information is data in context. Information is a collection of data and associated explanations, 
interpretations, and other textual material concerning a particular object, event, or process. 

 Metadata is data about information. Metadata includes descriptive summaries and high-level 
categorization of data and information. That is, metadata is information about the context in which 
information is used. 

 Knowledge is information that is organized, synthesized, or summarized to enhance 
comprehension, awareness, or understanding. That is, knowledge is a combination of metadata and 
an awareness of the context in which the metadata can be applied successfully. 

The difference between data, information and knowledge is considered also by Herbert (2000). Data are 
facts; information is processed data; knowledge represents the collection of events, experiences and feelings 
about an organization’s business that helps it to rationalize its current situation and develop plans/products 
for the future. Further, Blumentitt et al. (1999) makes a clear distinction between information and 
knowledge on the basis that information can be captured, stored and transmitted in digital form, while 
knowledge can only exist in an intelligent system. 

While considering knowledge, researchers have distinguished two main categories: explicit and tacit 
knowledge. For example, Polanyi (1966) focuses on explicit knowledge, which can be articulated in formal 
language and transmitted among individuals, and tacit knowledge, which can be described as personal 
knowledge embedded in individual experience and involving such intangible factors as personal belief, 
perspective, and values.  

Later, Tiwana (1999) specifies that tacit knowledge is personal, context-specific knowledge that is difficult 
to formalize, record, or articulate; it is stored in the heads of people. The tacit component is mainly 
developed through a process of trial and error encountered in practice. On the other hand, the explicit 
knowledge is that component of knowledge that can be codified and transmitted in a systematic and formal 
language: documents, databases, webs, emails, charts, etc.  
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The literature sources further  reveal the classifications of knowledge depending on number of 
characteristics, as factual knowledge (based on direct observation) or inferential knowledge (based on 
reasoning), propositional knowledge (know-what) and procedural knowledge (know-how), domain 
knowledge (or fluid knowledge), and sticky knowledge (unarticulated formally, but difficult to replace).  

A number of components of knowledge are listed by Tiwana (1999), e.g. intuition, ground truth, judgment, 
experience, values, assumptions, beliefs, and intelligence … and it is stated that the knowledge management 
strategy and a knowledge management system must support all of these components. 

Similarly, there is not a single definition of knowledge management due to the complex nature of the 
knowledge and its intrinsic character. The various definitions of knowledge management provided from 
researchers and practitioners literature focus on the ability of the company to adopt a unified approach to 
cope with the knowledge resources, in order to realize gain and increase performance.  

One definition provided by Bergeron (2003) states that knowledge management is ‘…a business 
optimization strategy that identifies, selects, organizes, distills, and packages information essential to the 
business of the company in a way that improves employee performance and corporate competitiveness’. 
Subsequently, he considers a number of processes which are included in the KM life cycle (Fig 1). 

Use 

Creation/ 
Acquisition

Modification 

Disposal 

Archiving 

Transfer 

Access 

Translation/ 
Repurposing 

 
Figure 1: Processes of the KM life cycle 

Bukowitz et al. (1999) give quite a broad definition for KM, whereas it is considered as ‘the process by 
which the organization generates wealth from its intellectual or knowledge-based assets’. Wealth results 
when an organization uses knowledge to create more efficient and effective processes or to create customer 
value. Subsequently, a top-line impact occurs when intellectual assets are used to boost innovation and 
promote the development of unique market offerings which command a price premium. 

The knowledge management system, according to Honeycutt (2000) gets the right information to the right 
people at the right time, provides them with the tools for analyzing that information, and gives them the 
power to respond to the insight they glean from that information all at lightning speed. 

 

3. Knowledge management benefits 

As it was stated earlier, KM gains more attention in the last decade as it provides certain benefits for the 
companies and organizations able to efficiently implement it. More analysis of the added value of KM can 
be found in the literature. For example, according to Bergeron (2003), the following quantitative and 
qualitative benefits for the organization as a result of applying effective knowledge management strategy 
can be identified (Fig. 2).  
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Figure 2: KM benefits 

Tiwana (1999) also continues the theme, providing nine reasons for the importance of knowledge 
management. First, he considers that companies are becoming knowledge intensive, and knowledge  rapidly 
displaces capital, monetary prowess, natural resources, and labor as the quintessential economic resource. 
Besides, unstable markets necessitate "organized abandonment", as the target markets might undergo 
radical shifts, leaving the company in a disastrous position of being with the wrong product, at the wrong 
time, and in the wrong place. Tiwana (1999) further underlines that KM allows you to lead change so 
change does not lead you as only the knowledgeable survive. Another reasons, he states, that complexity, 
uncertainty, and ambiguity are the hallmarks of today's production and business systems irrespective of the 
nature of business or type of industry. Subsequently, knowledge can drive decision support like no other, 
making the knowledge about past projects, initiatives, failures, successes, and efforts readily available and 
accessible. Very important aspect is that knowledge needs sharing, thus demanding a strong culture of 
sharing that information systems do not inherently support. Other important finding is that tacit knowledge 
is mobile, and when employee leaves, his knowledge, skills, competencies, understanding, and insight often 
go to work for a competitor. Finally, Tiwana (1999) resumes that the competitors are no longer just on the 
“West Coast” and knowledge management technology, when given the right source feeds, can deliver 
relevant and timely knowledge. 

KM has several benefits according to theories. However, its practical implementation gives sometimes quite 
discouraging results. For example, a survey of KPMG (2004) dedicated to KM issues in Poland discovers 
some problems related to it. According significant number of respondents (64%) some of the most 
important problems related to KM are “lack of time to share knowledge” and “information overload” 
(57%), while 40% of respondents indicate useless duplication of the same work - “reinventing the wheel”, 
as well “not using technology to share knowledge” (35%), “not using ideas to improve the functioning of 
the organization” (33%), “lost market opportunities” (21%).  

The results of this survey highlight the importance of some knowledge management details for further 
improvement of the company performance and competitiveness. 

 
4. Knowledge management technologies 

This chapter provides an attempt for classification of the software tools and technologies which are used to 
facilitate the KM processes in organizations. Different ways of classification of KM technologies have been 
taken into account – from generalized classification considering only three KM processes (Ruggles, 1997), 
e.g. knowledge generation, codification and transfer, to much broader diversification of KM processes 
(Bergeron, 2003; Bell, 2001; O’Leary,1998). The authors are aware of the fact that present KM theory and 
practice are based on technologies and approaches developed in virtually every field of the computer 
science. At the same time, practical surveys show that KM is unique for every company, and the majority of 

 Cost savings  
 Greater customer acquisition rate 
 Improved bottom line 
 Improved profit margins 
 Increased corporate valuation 
 Increased customer loyalty 

behavior 
 Increased customer retention 
 Increased market share 
 Increased repeat purchases 
 Increased stock valuation 
 Reduced cost of sales 

 Better management of ideas 
 Decreased likelihood employee defection 
 Greater customer loyalty 
 Increased collaboration with customers 
 Increased customer satisfaction 
 Increased innovation 
 Increased knowledge worker 

empowerment 
 Increased knowledge worker 

productivity 
 Increased knowledge worker satisfaction 
 Increased market leadership 
 Increased organizational stability 
 Increased shareholder satisfaction 
 Increased understanding of customer 

needs 
 Positive cultural change 

Benefits 
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the companies develop their KM strategies using a kind of combination of standard and company-made 
software tools (KPMG, 2004). Besides, it should be well understood that KM tools are not a ‘panacea’, they 
are tools which help and support the knowledge processes in the organizations and all related activities of 
the managers and employees. As broadly defined by Ruggles (1997), KM tools and technologies are 
“designed to ease the burden of work and to allow resources to be applied efficiently to the tasks for which 
they are at most suited”. Subsequently, tools could hardly generate knowledge on their own, but they 
stimulate, facilitate and support human beings in finding, accessing, generating, transferring and finally 
archiving the old and new knowledge.  

4.1 Generation of knowledge 

Most authors start the analysis of KM processes with the generation of knowledge, which could comprise 
the activities for knowledge creation, acquisition and capturing. Similarly, the first group of technologies in 
this overview is related to the KM technologies used for generation of knowledge. 

Knowledge content generation tools include various authoring tools (Bergeron, 2003) – word processing 
editors, multimedia editors, graphics programs, image and sound editors, video editing systems, as the focus 
is put on time-saving and efforts-saving technologies facilitating the process of creation of relevant high-
quality content.  

Another technology allowing the generation of knowledge from data is knowledge discovery, defined in 
(O’Leary, 1998) as “nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful 
information from data.” Knowledge discovery is a method that includes different tools and approaches to 
analyze both text and numeric data. As an example of a class of technologies for knowledge discovery 
could be mentioned data mining tools or the process of extracting meaningful relationships from usually 
very large quantities of seemingly unrelated data. Specialized data mining tools allow managers to perform 
competitive analysis, market segmentation, trend analysis, sensitivity analysis, and predictions based on 
information in the corporate database (Bergeron, 2003). 

As technologies enabling the capturing of knowledge can be presented data capturing tools (Bergeron, 
2003), getting the information accurately and efficiently into a machine-readable form. In general, the 
technologies used for data capture are defined by the source and in this field there are technologies as web 
data capture (public search engines), optical character recognition (OCR) technologies (for printed 
material), to convert printed text to machine-readable text. Besides working with text, speech, and images, 
data capture technologies can be applied to physical objects as bar codes identification technologies, and 
real-time location sensors supporting object tracking.  

4.2. Storing, codification and representation of knowledge  

Technologies and tools contributing to the effective storage, archiving and codification of the knowledge 
focus the attention on another important aspect in the Knowledge management process – the quality, 
quantity and accessibility and representation of the acquired knowledge.  

At first place should be considered several technologies for storage of data, information and knowledge as 
databases, knowledge bases, data warehouses and knowledge warehouses, data mart and data repositories.  

 The data warehouse is the main component of KM infrastructure. Organizations store data in a number 
of databases. The data warehousing process extracts data captured by multiple business applications 
and organizes it in a way that is meaningful to the business for any future references in the form of 
knowledge (Gupta et al., 2004). For example, data warehouses could act as a central storage area for 
organization’s transaction data. Data warehouses differ from traditional transaction databases in that 
they are designed to support decision making rather than simply efficiently capturing transaction data. 
Typically, data warehouses contain multiple years of transaction databases stored in the same database. 
Data warehouses are not updated on a transaction-by-transaction basis. Instead, the entire database is 
updated periodically (O’Leary,1998). 

 Knowledge warehouses are another type of warehouses aimed more at qualitative data, than the kind of 
quantitative data typical for data warehouses. Knowledge warehouses store the generated knowledge 
from a wide range of databases including databases, data warehouses, work processes, news articles, 
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external databases, web pages, and people. Thus, knowledge warehouses are likely to be virtual 
warehouses where the knowledge is dispersed across a number of servers (O’Leary,1998). 

 Data bases and Knowledge bases can be distinguished by the type and characteristics of the data stored. 
While in the database the data have to be represented in explicit form, in the knowledge-based systems 
it is possible the generation of knowledge that does not explicitly exist in the data base. By this way the 
data in knowledge bases can be incomplete, fuzzy, and with factor of uncertainty. As given by O’Leary 
(1998), the Best-practices knowledge bases typically, are generated using benchmarking activities 
designed to solicit the more effective and efficient way of doing things. After an organization has 
knowledge of best practices, they can be incorporated in the operation. Subsequently, the Lessons 
learned knowledge base contains three types of lessons: informational, successful, and problem. An 
informational lesson might describe a standard procedures for example in case of emergencies. 
Successful lessons capture positive responses to crisis. Problem lessons provide examples of things that 
went wrong and potential ways to solve the problems.  

 A specific database system, focused on much smaller scale is the data mart, representing a structured, 
searchable database system, organized according to the user’s likely needs. Compared to a data 
warehouse, a data mart has a narrower focus on data that is specific to a particular workgroup or task. 
Both data warehouses and data marts typically are built with some form of database management 
system, which is a program that allows a knowledge worker to store, process, and manage data in a 
systematic way. A data repository, in contrast, is a database used as an information storage facility, 
with minimal analysis or querying functionality (Bergeron 2003). 

In order to provide a broader view on the technologies, allowing the knowledge preservation in the 
knowledge bases and knowledge warehouses, some knowledge codification and representation aspects 
are briefly discussed below.  

 Human-readable knowledge is represented using a wide range of approaches in KM systems. In many 
situations, case-specific information appears to provide the appropriate level of representation required 
for users to make best use of the knowledge. Case-based reasoning system allows companies to take 
advantage of previous problems or cases and related attempts to solve them (Tiwana, 1999). In other 
situations where the information is largely declarative knowledge (like facts and assertions), text or 
rules might be used to represent the information and knowledge. For example, manuals, newsletters, 
and other similar types of knowledge are typically provided in a document, list, or rule format 
(O’Leary, 1998).  

 One popular approach is to codify the knowledge in terms of rules. However, a wide range of 
researches in the field of knowledge codification (concerning the theories in Artificial Intelligence) 
during 80s and 90s concluded that knowledge can be partly representable or not representable using the 
rule-based approach. (Wensley et al, 2000). A number of models and formalisms are developed in the 
artificial intelligence field, in order to enable the better knowledge representation, as the most popular 
between them are: production models (rule-based models or if-then models), procedural model, 
semantic nets, frames, formal logical models (Gavrilova et al., 2000).  

The knowledge organization technologies allow better arrangement and facilitate the knowledge retrieval. 
Typical knowledge organization technologies are taxonomies, repository indexes and directories (Bell, 
2001). In enterprise KM systems, ontology specifications can refer to taxonomies of the tasks that define 
the knowledge for the system. According the definition of Gruber (2000), the ontology is an explicit 
specification of a conceptualization. Ontologies define the shared vocabulary used in the KM system to 
facilitate communication, search, storage, and representation (O’Leary,1998).  
 Topic maps technology (Coakes, 2003) is an advanced solution to the problem of structuring, storing 

and representing knowledge within a corporation. It is established an ISO standard, as an answer to the 
problem of coherent representation of relations between topics (or ideas) and associating those topics 
with actual documents (topic occurrences). However, topic maps are limited instruments when it has to 
be represented the knowledge of each employee within a corporation. 

 Skill maps are an extension of topic maps, creating new structures for storing information about 
employees, their knowledge and their skills, and it is created by copying specified topic map objects 
and adding individual modifications, providing mechanisms to enhance searching knowledge 
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repositories that can take into consideration the state of each employee's knowledge and skills.  Both 
topic maps and skill maps technologies use ontology framework for structuring and representation of 
knowledge (Coakes, 2003). 

 Controlled vocabularies enable creating information, archiving it for future uses, and communicating it 
to others and to computer systems. Not only must there be a common language and vocabulary, but 
there has to be a common taxonomy – a description of the relationship between words. From a business 
perspective, controlled vocabularies are critical because they define the ease with which knowledge 
workers and managers can store and retrieve information in Knowledge Management tools. This 
controlled vocabulary is often implemented as a data dictionary – a translation program that maps or 
translates identical concepts that are expressed in different words or phrases into a single vocabulary 
(Bergeron, 2003). 

 Content management software represents the convergence of full-text retrieval, document management, 
and publishing applications. It supports the unstructured data management requirements of KM 
initiatives through a process that involves capture, storage, access, selection, and document publication. 
Content management tools enable users to organize information at an object level rather than in binary 
large objects or full documents. The information is broken down by topical area and usually tagged via 
extensible markup language (XML). Both capabilities dramatically increase the opportunity for re-use 
(Gupta et al., 2004).  

4.3. Knowledge transformation and knowledge use  

After the knowledge has been acquired or “sourced,” it normally cannot be used in its raw form and must be 
transformed in order to become a valuable knowledge asset and to facilitate its further application and re-
use (Liebowitz, 1999). 

Knowledge can be transformed in many ways, specifically to conform to the format of the target 
repository. Traditionally, knowledge has been collected, compiled, verified, validated, and organized by an 
“end user”, who embeds it into intermediate products, new customer products, or educational programs.  

Specific transformation is required when knowledge is designated for a knowledge-based system (KBS). In 
that case, it must be reconstructed (using epistemological rational reconstruction principles) in a 
representation that supports the particular reasoning method employed by the KBS. Such reconstructions 
include “crisp” or fuzzy rules to support rule-based reasoning, editing into case formats to support case-
based reasoning (CBR) (Liebowitz, 1999). 

Some of the most popular tools and technologies enabling effective knowledge use and retrieval include:  

 The expert systems (ES) are among the most popular instruments for Knowledge management. The 
expert systems use their knowledge bases and user responses to guide the user to recommended 
solutions. The expert system asks the user questions, comes to recommendations, and can explain the 
logic for the decision. As with a human expert, the user can either just take the system’s answer or can 
interrogate the expert to learn how or why the decision was reached. The expert system approach 
prompts the user with questions, rather than relying on them to ask the correct questions. Based on the 
data that the user provides, the best solution is found and presented. If there is more than one solution, 
they can be ordered by likelihood (Liebowitz, 1999). 

Expert systems can be classified according to the specific area of application on the following sub-
classes:  data and signal interpretation ES, diagnosis ES, design ES, prediction ES, planning and 
scheduling ES, interpretation ES, decision-support ES, complex-systems control ES, and 
instruction/training ES (Gavrilova et al., 2000).    

 Other popular systems enabling the KM usage in organizations are the decision support systems that 
allow managers and other knowledge workers to make decisions by reviewing and manipulating the 
data stored. Many of the technologies discussed here can be applied to some form of decision support. 
Decision support tools are one way to disseminate best practices, using technologies such as expert 
systems, simulations, and statistical analysis tools to view or manipulate information stored in the 
corporate data warehouse. These tools include text summarizing utilities (programs that distill a 
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paragraph from extensive documents), outline generators, statistical programs to analyze data, and 
decision tables to verify that every possible scenario has been considered (Bergeron, 2003).  

 Enterprise resource planning (ERP), Enterprise resource managing (ERM) and Customer relationship 
management (CRM) applications could embed significant knowledge about the organization, 
customers, and suppliers (Bell, 2001). It has to be considered to what extend the knowledge available is 
explicitly represented for enquiry, modification and refinement, focusing mainly on the knowledge 
about the nature of the processes, organization structure and strategic plan. One of the key challenges to 
ERP packages is to be able to integrate the many different types of knowledge and present them to 
users in a meaningful way. 

 Visualization tools can also facilitate the knowledge processing and re-use. Graphics and animations, 
when appropriately rendered, can decrease the time required for knowledge workers to grasp complex 
processes and allow non-experts to verify the accuracy of relationships that would have been unwieldy 
to describe with tables of data. For example, slide presentation with histograms and other images is 
usually much more appreciated and effective than a text presentation on the same subject (Bergeron 
2003). 

 Another KM class of tools is knowledge simulation - programs that mimic reality by animating 
complex processes. Simulations are especially useful to knowledge worker to provide them 
understanding of complex relationships, tables of numbers or equations. Simulations are an excellent 
means of exploring what-if scenarios in an interactive format because they can display complex 
processes in an easy-to-understand way. Simulation-based animations are especially good at imparting 
the dynamic relationship between variables. Examples of visualization tools range from three-
dimensional graphic packages to simple pie chart and histogram output from spreadsheets and other 
traditional office programs (Bergeron, 2003). 

4.4. Transfer, sharing, retrieval, access and searching of knowledge 

The appearance of web technologies provides the Knowledge Management with very rich tools for 
knowledge access and transfer in a timely and machine-independent way. In fact, the Web offers a very 
powerful platform for tools supporting all stages of Knowledge management, allowing unprecedented 
degree of integration of different representational and communicational media (Wensley, 2000). So, due to 
the quick development of the Internet technologies, stimulating collaboration, communication and 
dissemination services and their great impact on the Knowledge management, demonstrate the further 
potential for expansion of the web-based and web-enabled KM tools and services.  

Related to Internet, Enterprise information portals (EIPs) are evolving as a single source of knowledge-
based systems as they integrate access to knowledge and applications. EIPs provide a single point of entry 
to all the disparate sources of knowledge and information both within and outside an organization, usually 
through the Internet or a company intranet, allowing the companies to serve their customers, interact with 
business partners and suppliers, and offer employees access to online tools and the right content and 
knowledge for decision making. EIP functionality ranges from access to structured data used in classifying 
and searching unstructured data to support collaborative processes (Gupta et al., 2004). 

According to Liebowitz (1999), groupware is an umbrella term describing the electronic technologies that 
support person-to-person and team collaboration. Examples of groupware include shared authoring tools, 
electronic whiteboards, desktop video conferencing (DVC), online forums, e-mail, online screen sharing, 
multimodal conferencing, electronic meeting systems (EMS), as well as systems for workflow and business 
process reengineering (BPR). Each of these technologies holds the potential to increase collaboration at a 
distance, reducing the cost of travel and the time knowledge workers waste in transit, as well providing 
flexible communication structures (connecting the people in new ways), increased communication speed, 
increased work performance and productivity, organizational memories recording and distributed 
knowledge context (Ruskov, 1998). Distributed workforces, information overload, and getting products to 
market as quickly as possible are just a few of the motivations pushing collaboration technology 
development.  

Liebowitz (1999) discusses also the aspects of knowledge sharing technologies, as sharing knowledge is 
different from sharing information. Knowledge is not as easily duplicated as information; it is “sticky” and 
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has a highly context-sensitive nature. The knowledge sharing can be synchronous or asynchronous (Tiwana, 
1999). The formalized process of Web-based knowledge sharing is still very immature as it is important to 
realize that these tools (for example: communities of practice tools, digital staff directory, network 
workspace, awareness alerting service, yellow pages, mind-mapping tools) are just enablers and the focus 
on the knowledge sharing must be on softer social issues, motivation of the experts to share knowledge and 
the company culture.   

The interface tools enable the information retrieval, as to get it out of a database is as important as acquiring 
it. The interface as a point of human-computer communication defines the quality and efficiency of the 
interchange. The better the interface, the easier it is for knowledge workers and managers to interact with 
computer-based tools. Recently, tools and programs are developed, aiming to measure and improve the 
“usability” of the software interface in order to increase its productivity and human-computer interaction in 
general.  

A wide range of well-known Internet search engines have been used to guide users to search and find 
information on the Internet. The search engines can be adapted to intranet environments for KM. The 
development of the search engines continues as they begin to become “knowledge navigators” performing 
more complex and detailed searches in wider data and knowledge bases and warehouses (Bell, 2001).  

Intelligent agents, also known as bots or software robots, can be used to connect people to knowledge 
available on the Internet or intranets, relying on pattern matching technology to do their work. Intelligent 
agents are especially significant in acquiring information from the web, commercial databases, and intranets 
or corporate intranets. Intelligent agents, which can be resident on a PC or web based, accept user questions, 
convert the questions into the appropriate language, and then submit the questions to the appropriate search 
engines. The intelligent agents then remove duplicates, place the results in a standard format, and order the 
results. Most intelligent agents accept natural language input. The pattern matching technology that makes 
this possible is natural language processing (NLP). In addition to being useful in automatically formulating 
queries for search engines, NLP front ends can make database front ends more user-friendly (Bergeron, 
2003). 

4.5. Usage of technologies for KM 

The survey of KPMG (2004) provides a feedback on the utilization of different technologies for the aims of 
KM in Poland. The broadly used technologies are Internet (98%), Intranet (79%), Portals (75%), document 
management systems (63%), data warehouses (64%), dedicated KM tools (57%), decision support systems 
(51%) and CRM systems (45%). Respondents as well found Internet and intranet as the most effective 
technologies with regard to knowledge management (44% and 46% respectively). This could suggest that 
companies better assess widely used and recognizable technologies to which they have become accustomed 
than less known such as Expertise/Experts location systems (13%) and artificial intelligence (5%). A 
quarter of the respondents declared that KM technology has developed over time, 12% said they have a 
specially designed KM system, while 61% stated that the KM system in place is a combination of both.  

It is worth to mention also an earlier survey of KPMG (2000) in the UK and USA, where KM technologies 
were also much earlier adopted. Actually, the results are quite similar. 93% of the respondents used the 
Internet to access external knowledge, 78% used intranet, 63% - data warehousing or mining technologies, 
61% - document management systems, 49% - decision support, 43% groupware and 38% extranets.  

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has provided a brief overview of KM technologies that can be deployed by the different KM 
processes. It has been made clear that technology plays a vital role by KM, however, it should be 
emphasized that a successful KM implementation should be focused not only on technology, but also, and 
even on first place, on human and organizational issues. KM requires a company wide strategy which 
comprises policy, implementation, monitoring and evaluation. Such a policy should ensure that knowledge 
is available when and where needed and can be acquired from external as well internal sources. Establishing 
a successful KM strategy requires overcoming a number of challenges. Cultural issues impact on whether or 
how knowledge may be shared. The successful implementation of the KM in the organization depends also 
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on the organizational processes and structures, business perspectives and organizational behavior issues. At 
the same time, the KM system should respond to the specific needs of the organization.  
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